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State Tax Plus
State tax law is highly complex and constantly changing. It’s difficult to determine
what regulations and guidance were in place at a particular point-in-time and keep
on top of future changes. Now there is a new online point-in-time solution for legal
tax professionals from Wolters Kluwer, State Tax Plus, that instantly provides versions of
every state’s tax law back to 1994.
Leveraging the extensive, industry-leading content of Wolters Kluwer’s State Tax
Reporters, State Tax Plus provides a centralized location for tax professionals to
efficiently monitor and understand statutory and regulatory changes with point-in-time
analysis, redlining of changes, and calendar features to help attorneys research more
quickly and better advise clients.
Point-in-Time Analysis

State Tax Plus instantly presents changes in laws, guidance, and related cases in point-in-time,
which enables faster, more accurate research. Explanations reduce the complexity of regulatory
change so you can accurately assess the impact.

Redlining Comparison Tool

State Tax Plus clearly redlines law changes to show the differences between state tax laws,
regulations, and commentary from one period to another, dating back to 1994.

Calendar Features

State Tax Plus allows professionals to see a particular version of a state statute in place at a
specific point-in-time as well as related material, including regulations and guidance, relevant
to that specific point-in-time.
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State Tax Plus

Point-In-Time Navigation: State tax law is increasingly complex and widely variable. The speed of
change increases the risk on exactly when a change took place. State Tax Plus features exclusive
Point-in-Time Navigation to help professionals find the right information in the right context so they
avoid misinterpretation.

By selecting the year within the system, the tax professional
can see the particular version in place at that point-in-time.

Redlining To Compare Versions of Regulations and Guidance: Due to the volume of changes, it
is difficult to determine what regulations and guidance were in place at any point-in-time, and
this makes comparing them to assess the changes challenging. State Tax Plus exclusively offers
practitioners the ability to identify and compare versions of regulations and guidance by redlining
the specific changes at a given date or over time.

Identify when changes occurred over time, redlining allows you
to visualize the differences between any two points-in-time.
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State Tax Plus

Calendar: State Tax Plus exclusively offers a calendar that allows professionals to navigate
related material at a point-in-time with the assurance that they are viewing the exact material
for the date under review.

Being able to select dates using a calendar allows you to see
changes, and compare changes over time, or even across
various document types, which further increases accuracy.

Filter Document Types: Professionals can apply filters for the related information and see the
relevant cases at a specific point-in-time. This exclusive feature ensures professionals are not
missing any important information to interpret a ruling relative to that time frame.

The user can now filter to research
related case laws or explanations.
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State Tax Plus

Copy Link Button: The ability to copy a link to the exact point-in-time enables a professional’s
quick audit trails and point-in-time reporting that supports collaboration, provides complete
transparency, and enforces accountability.

Copy a link to the exact point-in-time content, and
easily share with colleagues or build audit trails.

Contact us at 1-800-955-5217 to learn more. WoltersKluwerLR.com/StateTaxPlus
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